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Related news
[Chinese shoes Network - the world's largest and most dynamic brand] deadly sports shoe manufacturer Nike announced late
Thursday fiscal first quarter earnings.
results, because sports equipment sales rose more-than cost growth, Nike's first-quarter net profit rose 15%. The fiscal year ended
Aug. 31 of a $ 645 million quarterly profit, equivalent to $ 1.36 per share. Over the same period last year the figure was $ 559 million,
$ 1.17 per share.
Nike's revenue grew 18 percent to $ 6.08 billion. Revenue excludes currency impact increased by 11%. Nike's report far more than
analysts had $ 1.25 earnings per share, and revenue of $ 5.75 billion expected.
The company said sales will remain worldwide sales are still strong, which will help offset rising raw material costs and discount
costs, and these two points in the quarter, earnings were eroded profits. Nike says the number of orders from January to an increase
of 16 percent this month, the company is still in the first quarter of fiscal year of about $ 649 million cost of repurchased 770 million
shares.
We just did with you about the new season HAPPY SOCKS modeling portfolio, now as you like with the socks with the students
recommended this shoes with socks. Ah, you did wrong, not for shoes with socks, socks to match the shoes. 
Perhaps you think that this is Maiduhuanzhu story, but it is not true, all kinds of single items has meaning of his existence, and even
can be said to be occasionally so should not pay attention to a single product to match details no is a very meaningful thing it? 
The HAPPY SOCKS socks teamed with Keds sneakers will be designed, the overall design is actually using a large dot pattern
handle the most exciting use of HS, big plus red, white and blue dot embellishment, absolutely Your feet will attract many people's
attention, of course, for fear you can not find the right socks, but also intimate gift socks with a pair of you, but in the end be
considered for such behavior to buy socks or shoes and socks to buy shoes to see you their own ideas. Of course, the release date
has not been determined, we need to be patient. 
Source: sneakernews 
With the improvement of people's quality of life, whether it is from the dress, diet also on weekdays entertainment, have a certain
pursuit, took recent hot night run, it is the most this phenomenon Well reflect not only beneficial to the body, it will become more
colorful urban culture. 
Of course, referring to Running, the peripheral running shoes, apparel also attach importance to the majority of the tide began to be
friends, took some time ago exposed NIKE Free Powerlines + "Thunder Blue", a change won by family concerns, in addition to
Hyperfuse technology, lightweight, breathable, and other characteristics, give you a general feeling of barefoot outside, it is the most
attractive place or color, can be said Mensao shoes in the model. 
Also, in addition to their own feel to wear it running, but on weekdays used with all types of clothing is also good, or else try to buy? 
Brand: Nike Sportswear 
Name: Free Powerlines + "Thunder Blue" 
Price: USD 110 
purchase link: kithnyc 
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] internationally renowned Sportlifestyle brand PUMA with its classic heritage, perfect
replica of the 1993 three classic shoes: Disc Blaze, Classic Suede and Slipstream series . 
Classic Suede Since '93 uppers overall with retro prints, fluorescent green and orange with presents fashion style. At the same time
also revealed a deep black wide lace classic preppy. 
PUMA launched the Future Disc Trinomic OG two shoes, inspired by the 1993 original Disc, colors and materials are borrowed from
the nineties design. Disc shoes using authentic prints, retro style and modern style perfectly into one, showing a strong retro flavor. 
80 years came after years of evolution Slipstream basketball shoes has become an important member of the family on the streets
tide shoes, the unique design of shoes fans much respected. Slipstream OG Since '93 loyal to the original appearance - with leather
and suede leather uppers fight Dachu iconic and high-top. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional
shoe News Media Partner: shoes famous network global fashion brand network.)
visvim nomadic style has been popular, its classic style seems to have become a fashion symbol, many of them backed by many
stars, say Yamashita Tomohisa in "Buzzer Beat" helped popularize the purple section visvim Classic Ballistic backpack. visvim also
will launch a quarterly These classic single product, in front of Ballistic bags and Decoy Duck Boot believe we are already very
familiar with. 
Ballistic bags in the most popular section of the package must belong to 20l, functional excellent Ballistic Nylon bag body, bearing
excellent bottom suede, neoprene laptop sleeve lining, headphone housing hole and RIRI waterproof zippers, these high-quality
standard set of functions and can be described as beautiful and integrationDecoy Duck Boot also be improved visvim masterpiece,
the new season is used in Italian leather and waxed kangaroo leather material, with natural cork insole Vibram soles on to provide the
most comfortable wearing experience. Because the materials and a special manufacturing process, so that each pair of shoes will
have a unique look, which undoubtedly adds shoes popularity. Like it is now available for purchase via online shop HAVEN.
Sports players Nike Air Yeezy- Heianzhiguang -Kanye West signature shoe
2009-03-20 10:39:22 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [source: Qianlong] Print Close 
If Kanye West is the hottest trend nowadays world stars, that fiery than he must have before he and cooperation as well as Louis
Vuitton kiDulty and had many reports of Nike Air Yeezy. 
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